
Feedback from Graduate Students (October 31, 2022)  Columbia Hall 2300 

Biology Masters, Art—Metalsmithing 

 

What do we do well?  

• It’s a great, affordable institution—compared to a lot of schools   

• Faculty are awesome.  Gershman is looking good, too—lots of events and activities**.  

(Use the space to study or hang out—good nooks to either work individually or in the 

same space.) 

• Admission process was easy, good feedback. 

• Nice that UND employees can take coursework for free.   

• Supervisors are supportive—help to make time for classes/coursework. 

• Serving as a GTA makes me a better student. 

• GTA training depends on supervising professor (some professors are very available). 

• College does well to help promote events. 

• College leadership is transparent and approachable. 

 

What could we do better? 

• Admissions process could have gone better (UND wouldn’t pull UND transcripts). 

• GTAs aren’t able to request what they teach/what course they grade/assist; we don’t 

know the possibilities until we’re assigned. 

• No formal GTA training (other than FERPA). 

• Very little freedom in how GTAs do things; it depends on the supervising professor. 

• Do a better job of informing graduate students of what courses are available—make 

offerings more accessible (outdated course lists; courses aren’t available)**. 

• Disappointing course offerings/not as many to choose from. 

• Academic plans are not always accurate. 

• Website isn’t user-friendly; difficult to find the required documents**. 

• Faculty positions are going unfilled; adjuncts to replace TT faculty or positions are not 

filled, programs disappear when faculty leave (7 positions in the last decade in Art and 

Graphic Design). 

• Too many upper-level administrators are multiplying while faculty are not replaced. 

• Lack of funding for departments (supplies and materials); professors need the materials 

to teach their courses. 

• Students used to be able to purchase supplies through the department, but now they must 

purchase on their own before the semester begins (What happened with student fees?  

Perhaps they need to be reinstated). 

• Stacked classes; intro and advanced classes are combined.  Minimum enrollments are 

causing professors to be spread thin and students are getting what they need—on either 

end of the spectrum. 

• “Program of Study” is confusing and difficult—ties hands, not intuitive; each program 

should have its own “Program of Study” form**. 

• Provide comprehensive DEIA training for committee members, and all faculty and staff 

on DEI implementation including details on examples of equity (policy/logistics based) 

and inclusion (the social component of DEIA) and to avoid terminology misuse. This 



would include understanding the severe damage of misuse or overuse of the word ally 

and the distrust it causes. 

• Consider creating a DEIA “swap” so that a particular department is not fielding 

complaints/issues about its own faculty. 

• Provide referral training for faculty and staff to limit student runaround; if someone is 

unsure of where to send a student for assistance, they should find the correct office then 

report back to student (rather than sending them on a wild goose chase). Additionally, 

this requires in some cases learning when to initiate providing additional information 

about campus resources when not overtly requested by the student.  

• Create inclusion efforts for students with disabilities that are on par with other campus 

inclusion offices.  

• Encourage advocacy/inclusion office/groups for marginalized student populations to 

work together/collaborate on creating a sense of community under one umbrella 

(potential benefits of restructuring). 

• Ensure that there is equity AND inclusion for underrepresented student groups which 

also facilitates implicit learning opportunities for students, staff, and faculty to articulate 

equity vs inclusion.  

 

 

What exciting things do you want the college to pursue in our future? 

• Bring in more visiting artists/scholars/practitioners (structured schedule of visiting 

professionals to inspire new work—particularly for interdisciplinary events)***. 

• Seek more feedback from graduate students. 

• Provide follow-up on these comments. 

 

What do we need to accomplish our goals?  

• Create learning communities for groups of graduate students. 

• Create open houses/mixer opportunities to provide support for students. 

• Encourage recognized graduate student groups to build community. 

• Bring in more visiting artists/scholars/practitioners. 


